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Journal

  

December 28, 2011

I hope you had a great Christmas. We did, and the festival also has been wonderful! Miraculous as it may seem,
the weather has been great. No rain while we were setting up camp and only brief rain storms each day so far.
This has kept the temperatures down and also the dust. I feel incredibly grateful to be able to participate while
in the middle of chemo, and even more fortunate that I'm full of energy and fit enough to really have fun. I’ve
been yodeling, playing marimbas, eating curry, dancing and enjoying being with my family. Look at this picture
of the full henna decoration on my head.
I’m skipping Day 3 of the festival to dash to Brisbane for my scheduled treatment. Today my blood count is
excellent (in the “normal” range) so I’m having full chemo. Then I’m going back to the festival. In the last 14
years I think I’ve only missed one (due to surgery on this very date 2 years’ ago). I guess it takes a general
anaesthetic to keep me away from Woodford.
 

  

SEASON'S GREETINGS
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  December 21, 2011  

Low platelets – that's what my blood test showed yesterday, so I had the trial drug but not the scheduled chemo.
Platelets are for clotting, but my low count isn't too severe, so I shouldn't have any problems as long as I avoid
cuts and bruises. My neutrophils are also a little low again, but it's quite possible both components will be ok by
next week. I'm told these results are not unexpected and there's nothing I can do except keep safe from wounds.
Last week I was fortunate to join in an ovarian cancer support group. It was a fantastic feeling to meet this
interesting bunch of women with whom I have so much in common! Perhaps you can imagine the conversation
ranging across topics such as oncologists, medications, laxatives, hospitals, adhesions and other bowel mischief,
aphoresis, drug trials, coping, scans, hydration, chemo & side effects and so on.
Thanks everyone for your Christmas wishes, cards, presents, food parcels (mangos! ?? Kay!), love and support!
Stresses and uncertainties have had me feeling quite scrambled and our plans have been very fluid (=
completely liquid). Living in the moment is terrific for enjoying the day, but hopeless for getting organised.
However, now Evan has arrived and Helen's here too, I'm very happy to report we're set for a wonderful family
celebration all together here in Brisbane for Christmas, then at the Woodford Folk Festival as usual. Yes, we're
going to Woodford despite everything, and I can't wait to catch up with many wonderful friends there! I'll be
taking it easy and I'll have to miss 1 day (probably Thursday) to return to Brisbane for treatment. We will head
back home some time in January, but not sure what date.
I have a reputation for strange Christmas presents and this year may be among the strangest. I had a go at
preserving native hibiscus flowers in syrup. They actually look like horrible slugs in brown juice, but in theory
each bud will open as a beautiful flower in your champagne or lemonade glass. However, I don't have many,
and it’s not something I can send in the post, sorry. I don’t know if describing them will substitute for a gift –
please imagine we are sharing a celebratory glass together – Cheers! As for sending cards, you’d think I’d be
organised, but not so… sorry!

Season’s Greetings
and Best Wishes to all,
love from Alison & family xxx

  

December 14, 2011

My main news today is the drug company has approved fare assistance for me to stay in Yungaburra for a
couple of months and commute to Brisbane for my Wednesday treatments. It has taken my medical team about
3 months of “jumping through hoops” to satisfy the sponsor and ethics committee etc. I'm very very grateful!
John and I are looking forward to going home, and I’m glad we can make some plans at last instead of always
answering “I don’t know” whenever we’re asked about the future.
It was another uneventful treatment with the trial drug today. On a day with no chemo it takes about an hour and
a half, including a ride in the deluxe robotic massage chair while waiting for my turn in the onc ward. The
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actual IV drip is only for about 30 minutes, but there are also saline flushes etc.
There truly are no side effects or symptoms of this treatment. Other patients and the docs confirm that this is
how it is for everyone, so there’s absolutely no indication of who is on placebo.
What else is new? I’ve started drawing on eyebrows now, as mine are minimal. It is such a bore having to do it,
but I’m told my facial expressions can be taken much more seriously with eyebrows :)
 

  

December 9, 2011

Sometimes I realise with a start that something is seriously wrong - not only am I not immersed in card
promotion and sales, but I'm not even giving Ali Art cards a single thought. This is very strange for me! As you
know, I love to help people get organised to send beautiful cards at Christmas. This is the first festive season
I've let slip by in the 20 years or so we've been in business. It is just too hard to do our usual thing away from
our card stocks and home base. It's ok. Obviously I'm just focusing on my treatment and recovery for now, but it
feels very odd.
On Wednesday I had my short IV session with the trial drug only, no blood tests and no wondering … quite a
pleasant change from all the questionmarks over white blood cells on the previous 4 Wednesdays. Of course,
my immunity will be suffering after the poisoning, but we don't need to know to what extent for another couple
of weeks till I'm due for the next dose.
I've coped well with the chemo, and learned a little more about ways to deal with the tummy upsets
(constipation, diarrhoea and everything in between). At least still I have had no dip in my energy levels. My
Mum was here for the week and we had some fun at art exhibitions and visiting family and friends together.
Now she's gone home but Helen has arrived, so there is lots more fun on the agenda.
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Also, I've made my first trades with Brisbane LETS, started a worm farm here at Andrew & Anne's place, and
I've bought a soprano saxophone and I'm learning to play it – a challenge for me as well as probably for our
friends and neighbours!
 

  

Chemo with the works please!

  December 1, 2011  

Yesterday my blood test was ok – borderline, but ok to go ahead with chemo again. I'm very happy about this!
Don't get me wrong. Not being poisoned is very enjoyable and I really think I could get used to it!
I think I just find action easier than inaction (maybe a control thing). Even daring bold and scary action
sometimes seems preferable. When there is compelling evidence that chemo is helpful in cases like mine, I just
want to get on with it. I am becoming more aware that acceptance, patience and waiting are quite challenging
for me, although I'm sure I'm getting pretty good at it with plenty of practice lately!
My doctor thinks it might be best to lower my chemo dose by 20%, but first this needs clearing by the research
team in the drug trial I'm on (even though it is chemo we would reduce, not the antibody dose). We are waiting
while the question goes through something like 9 levels of international discussion. So yesterday I had full
strength chemo again, and maybe there will be more delays ahead if my neutrophils continue to be slow in
recovery. The specialist says this is not a certainty as my bone marrow will be adjusting all the time. She isn't
worried because my neutrophil count never plummeted to rock bottom – it was only slow to replenish. I have
been really well and resisted infections.
Well it is a good question, Kerrie T, whether the trial drug is affecting my neutrophil recovery. The medical
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staff also discussed this possibility, but the specialist is pretty sure that carboplatin is the culprit. This cytotoxin
(cell killer) is known to affect neutrophils in this way.
Did anyone else hear Mervyn Jacobson from Immunaid, Melbourne, talking on ABC RN Late Night Live about
research into timing chemo for maximum benefit from the body's natural immune cycle? (Thanks Anne. I've
been writing a reply to your letter and keep getting interrupted.) I asked my oncologist about this and she said
yes, so far the work is mainly with 'non-solid' cancers eg leukemia, because the immune cycle is to do with
white blood cell production in the bone marrow. I said Jacobson mentioned ovarian cancer, and she said no
results have been published yet but she'll watch out for it.
It was a long tiring day yesterday, 8-6 at the hospital and my arm was sore after some problems with the canula,
but it's recovering quickly, and it's nothing compared with some people. (Thinking of you, Bob, after shoulder
surgery yesterday!)
You'll be wondering if I did more art therapy? Not this time. What else is there to do that's therapeutic around
the hospital?
Have you ever felt like taking out your frustrations on a stuffed banana?
                       Who dacked B2?
I confess I was feeling mischievous and I had 10 minutes to spare after hours, so deliberately went out of my
way to visit the Children's Hospital foyer looking for the Bananas in Pyjamas. I've dacked B2 once before on an
impulse last year. It shocked my family and resulted in great hilarity and therapeutic belly laughs. Imagine my
surprise today to see his trousers already around his ankles! “It happens all the time”, answered a bored staff
member when I asked. Well, I think it's a good thing, and those crazy bananas may be serving a valuable
function.  

  

More delay

  November 23, 2011  
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Still no chemo because my neutrophils are too low for the 3rd week running. Slowly my white blood cells are
recovering, but not sufficiently yet to be ready for another knock down. I had the trial drug on its own again
today.
I’m disappointed, but the doctors were very reassuring. They told me the IV chemo for ovarian cancer is very
strong – the highest dose given for any cancer, except maybe one other where only a single treatment is
involved. Hopefully I’ll be ok to go ahead with chemo next week and my oncologist proposes to reduce the
dose a little so my bone marrow can cope with replenishing my neutrophils afterwards.

Today in the oncology ward Janet and I did art therapy together, a conversation in colour. We used water-
soluble oil pastels together on the same page. We were invited to explore opposites, so we took turns to be the
one who expressed light or heavy emotions (happiness vs misery). It was an interesting process and I loved
sharing this with my dear sister. It felt good to put colour to the feelings, but I noticed how unbalanced it felt to
focus on either extreme. I found the session helpful in some way, and maybe it was about experiencing small
shift (in myself) towards greater acceptance of painful emotions and problems. I was a bit surprised by the
resulting picture – not particularly beautiful overall, but with many gorgeous and exciting parts. I have zoomed
in on a couple of sections to show you.  

  

Another delay

  November 16, 2011  
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Just a note to tell you I'm having another week's delay to my chemo.
My neutrophil count (white blood cell) has crept up a little from last week but not high enough to go ahead with
another poisoning.
I was very surprised and actually thought the nurse was kidding me at first!
This week I have felt really healthy, and even climbed Mt Coolum on Sunday, cheering and wondering how
many chemo patients are so fortunate!
Why the slow neutrophil recovery then? The specialist said it's probably because I had chemo last year and my
bone marrow copped a battering.
My neutrophil level is not dangerously low, just not ready for another onslaught of cytotoxins.
They don't give blood transfusions for this. I've seen other patients having transfusions, but that's for anaemia
(low iron) - not me.
There's nothing I can do about it but wait. I asked this question in 3 different ways and got the same answer. It's
not that I'm climbing too many mountains, or not doing enough folkdancing or something ...
Patience is what's required, so I'm working on that.
 

  

Good Response &amp; a Delay

  November 9, 2011  
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All smiles at my appointment with the specialists yesterday when they told me the results of last week’s CT
scan. They tumours have shrunk by 52% which they say is a fantastic response to only 2 chemo cycles (plus 6
doses of Farletuzumab or placebo). I’ve noticed the lymph swellings have gone down too.
However, my treatment has been delayed by 1 week. I had only the trial drug yesterday. My neutrophyl count
(component of white blood cells) was just below the safe level required to go ahead with my next session of
chemo. I think this means my bone marrow is still adjusting to the current need for greater neutrophyl
production.
Chemotherapy destroys cancer and all other rapidly growing cells, so the plummeting white blood cell count
indicates effective treatment. However, it is important that I recover a certain level of white blood cells each
time so I don’t become dangerously vulnerable to infection.
This last week I have had a cough, although I didn’t feel unwell. The previous week John was laid low with a
rotten cold and chest infection, so I think I did pretty well to only pick up a bit of a cough. He is quite better
now and I’m fine too.
So the delay means I can enjoy a good week (without nausea) which is nice since I’m really loving having
Helen to visit us in Brisbane for the week!  

  

October 31, 2011

If you read my entry a couple of weeks' ago about art therapy and scrolled down but couldn't see my painting,
here is how to find it:
First click on JOURNAL near the top of the page, then scroll down to 9:33pm October 29. If you still can't see
it, you may have to go to the next
page (look for the page numbers at the top or bottom of the
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Journal and click on NEXT, or the next page number).
... and here's an interesting thing
After I was clipped with a number 1 cut, there was left a weird mosaic of bristles. It seemed that some clumps
of hair were just not ready to fall out till the next day. They looked really awful and actually felt prickly under
my nightcap.
How do you think I removed them?
Easy - A few days' later I plastered my head with masking tape and then peeled it off. Ha ha! It worked! It didn't
hurt a bit because these were little hairs ready to go. Now I'm much more comfortable and I think bald with a bit
of fine fuzz is a better look too.
 

  

HOME SWEET HOME

  October 29, 2011  

What a beautiful restorative thing it is to go home, even if only for a few days, especially when home is a
gorgeous part of paradise! The misty mornings with ducks by the lake, birdsong, tropical greenery, …
Yes, I was a bit queasy most of the time, but no aches and pains (as others suffer on this chemo regime). I really
relaxed and took it easy with a sleep each afternoon and no stress. I was very happy to be with friends and join
in the folk festival.
I love the atmosphere when the Tableland Folk Festival is on in Yungaburra. My enjoyment of seeing people I
love is also mixed with admiration for so much creativity, effort and team spirit!
Here's a picture of me playing the 'thong-a-phone' in the kids' parade.
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Back in Brisbane, my next dose of the trial drug went without a hitch. I’m now feeling well and generally full
of energy again. The little lumps in my groin that signify the cancer recurrence have much reduced in size –
Hooray!  

  

2nd Chemo cycle

  October 19, 2011  

I was in Daycare for 9 ½ hours yesterday – They call the ward 'Oncology Daycare'. It was my second round of
chemo plus dose 4 of the trial drug. My doctor said she also added an additional anti-nausea medication (to the
3+ others) after hearing my queasy report of last time. Hopefully this will help. So far I'm feeling good.
At Daycare they now offer some fabulous activities and I tried Art Therapy at a huge, beautiful table in the
'conference room'. We had the space to ourselves, safe for tears and exploration. Eventually the lovely therapist
had to go, and I stayed on painting alone till I dropped.
Perhaps you can picture me with the toxic drip in my left wrist, and my right hand free to play with the colours.
Paint puddles must be kept flat, but I know how to get a distant view. Instead of standing back for a better look,
you have to climb onto the table and look down at the picture flat on the floor. Please click on JOURNAL near
the top of this page, then scroll down to see my painting and read more about the process (posted in a previous
entry a few mins ago). If you can't see it, make sure you click on JOURNAL and you may have to go to the next
page (click on NEXT or the next page number at the top or bottom of the Journal)
Finally, back in the ward I had a deep sleep and felt good. Afterwards, John and I walked along the river and
climbed the steep cliff steps at Kangaroo Point (forwards today, not backwards).

HOME TODAY! Yes, we flew home to Yungaburra after nearly 3 months away !! It is lovely to be here for a
few days in this wet wet paradise. Please look out for me at the festival this weekend.

THANKYOU!
Thanks everyone for your lovely messages and the encouragement and compliments!

Thanks for the chuckle, Lenore.

I love the crows nest story Jane. Hey, I took your Song to the Surgeons to the hospital with me and talked about
it with the Art Therapist who says the Music Therapist (coming soon) will be bringing some sort of set-up to
facilitate patients composing our own music. Isn't this brilliant! I was wondering what music therapy could
possibly involve. A sing-along, with “If you're happy and you know it ...” and the “Hair” musical theme song,
or banging on percussion instruments, or what? It is a relief to hear it probably isn't this, but some real help to
express ourselves through music.

Hey, Doug, we're going to look quite a team, eh? I guess Linsey will also fit in well with this look.
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Yep, Tash, I still love my blue wig – look out for me this weekend!

Lyndel, yes I'm here! Maybe I'll look for some domocracy at the festival and have my dome painted. Can't wait
to see your insect costumes and everything.

Isn't that a beautiful gift, the mother and daughter shave for a cure, Heather! I'll take off my hat to them!

Much love to you all, and thanks again for your kind wishes from near and far!! xxx  

  

Grief

  October 19, 2011  

Signing up for weekly intravenous doses of a new maintenance drug during and after cancer treatment means
staying in SE Queensland – and I don't know for how long.

In this artwork I acknowledge the part of my heart left in FNQ and honour the place I love and the
beautiful people – interesting, thoughtful people, open and warm, brave and creative. (Ok, maybe, as they say,
a bit like fudge, mostly sweet with a few nuts!)
I often get an impression that many well-travelled folk have specially chosen to settle on the Tablelands and
their energy has enhanced the treasure-trove of local people.
I am grieving about:
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Distance from my home of 26 years – this beautiful, peaceful, lakefront haven, birthplace of our
children, colourful environment that inspired my art
Separation from my dear Far Northern friends who have affirmed and challenged and nurtured me and
shared my joys, pain and love.
Separation from the community where I have felt a sense of belonging and worth. I have loved to feel
my contribution was accepted in spheres of music, art, dance, LETS, local action, yoga, neighbours,
parent groups, small business community …
Some of my grief is over the speed of our decision to stay away. It might look like a decision taken
lightly, as if I don't care. I haven't had a moment of doubt that I want to take this chance for a cancer
cure. I also love being closer to family and southern friends, and I know Brisbane offers many exciting
advantages. However, at the same time I am grieving.

Yesterday was my first Art Therapy session and I chose to use water-soluble oil pastels plus rich water colour
paints. With the one-to-one care of Sandra, the therapist, I was guided through a relaxation, then encouraged to
scribble freely on a blank page with eyes shut. Next I looked for any shapes or impressions in the scribble. I
thought I saw an angel's wing (in purple on the left) and maybe also a phallus. I decided to focus on the former,
and began to add colour to the page, talking to Sandra about my grief (tissue box handy).
Soon my Tablelands tribute included something of the cool deep Lake Eacham, loved by locals as a healing and
restorative oasis. That's about all I can say about representation – the colours were just how I was feeling.
Thanks Sandra for a great process.
 

  

All gone!

  October 15, 2011  
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This morning my hair looked ok, but it came out in clumps if I ran my fingers through it. Brushing caused more
serious 'thinning'. Yes, today was D-day, so I called for help from cousin Kerrie & family. (D is for depilation.)
I think you have to share a few laughs over this sort of thing. Maddie & Mitchell had some fun pulling out my
hair and creating a crazy bald patch on top, then they set to work with the clippers. A number 1 cut was
definitely a good idea because the hair loss left a very weird mosaic with some little clumps. So here I am with
their very cute dog Aladdin.
 

  

October 11, 2011
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Farletuzumab dose 3 today – no
problems. Apart from some headaches, I’ve been feeling quite normal
all week. John and I have had a wonderful 7 days with more treats
than the average chemo patient, I’m sure. We flew to Sydney and
stayed with Helen and Mum. Highlights included seeing Mary Poppins,
the musical, a reunion at Cronulla Beach with some of my lovely
friends from school and uni, and whale watching at Jervis Bay.

I heard about a woman who stepped out
onto a windy balcony after chemo and her hair literally blew away!
Naturally I thought of her as I stood on the deck, looking for
dolphins and whales, but as you can see I still have my hair. It’s
starting to go now, with stray hairs on my pillow and shirt, but I’m
counting down to a dramatic depilation next weekend. Saturday is
predicted to be D-day, and I’m making plans with Aladdin the
Schnauzer to line up for a number 4 cut when he has his moustache
clipped. I’ll try to get a photo with him because he is very cute!

  

October 6, 2011
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I'm going well with the chemo. For the first few days I had some of the predicted symptoms, mainly
constipation and a bit of nausea, with a night of diarrhoea thrown in for variety. However, none of it has
stopped me –  just slowed me down. I have been determined to go for a walk each day including hills, and often
running up the hills (sometimes backwards). I am very happy that I have still managed all of this, even on my
queasy days, especially after dire warnings from some of the nurses and other patients. I seem to be coping
better than average again. I like to imagine that walking and getting my heart pumping is part of the reason that
the chemo hasn't been debilitating for me, but maybe it's only that I'm a couple of decades younger than the
other patients I've met. Anyway, I'm making the most of feeling ok, and yesterday we flew to Sydney to stay a
week with Helen and Mum.
On Wednesday I had my second dose of the trial drug – this time on its own without chemo. There shouldn't be
any side effects from taking this antibody, nor from placebo.
I still have my hair and I still have those lumps in the groin. Watch this space!

I found out last week that the tumours I have this time are really tiny and impossible to see with untrained eyes
looking at the X-ray images. The lumps I can feel in my groin are not the tumours but actually the lymph nodes,
swollen in reaction to the cancer. The cancer in my right groin was too small to measure with the CT scan,
despite a lump the same as my left. The X-rays revealed only 4 tumours: 1 in left groin, 2 in right pelvic area
and 1 near my left aorta. The sizes were 20, 25, 19 and 24mm. This doesn't sound so  miniscule to me, but the
doctor emphasised it is “tiny”. However, if left alone, they would grow and press on my lymph and veins,
obstructing flow and causing problems, and also the cancer would spread elsewhere.
This is a common pathway for ovarian cancer recurrence, first tumours growing in the lymph because the rogue
cells can travel via the lymph system. If not treated (perhaps undetected), next the cancer spreads from the
lymph to the peritoneal cavity or organs contained within. It is then that the proliferation of cancer cells
includes producing the type that secretes the protein detected by the CA125 blood test. This is why the most
likely first warning sign for oc recurrence is a rise in CA125. After this worrying result, scans would probably
reveal a tumour in the bowel or somewhere. An alternate pathway would be the cancer spreading directly via
the bloodstream, and again rising CA125 probably is the first hint.
So in my case it is fortunate that I happened to have that lymph reaction to alert me, and also excellent that the
skilful radiologist in Melbourne hit a bullseye with the biopsy needle – such a small target! Thanks to this chain
of events, we are zapping the invasion early, and my intestines are spared this time. Phew! (Off stage: singing is
heard coming from the bathroom!)
On the other hand, a bigger gap before repeating chemo would have been advantageous because of the problem
of eventual platinum resistance, ie the platinum-based drugs eventually become less effective as an option for
future treatments. There are non-platinum options but they're not as good.
This is where my hopes for the antibody research trial come in.
Good question, Debbie, when will I find out if I’m on the active drug or placebo? I think worst case scenario is
if the cancer comes back, that would mean either I’m having the placebo, or that the trial drug is not very good
after all. The trial goes for about another couple of years till all the data are in and conclusions drawn. At that
stage the world will hear whether or not Farletzumab is effective, and then the researchers will tell me what’s in
the bag. We guinea pigs have the support of an ethics committee who won’t allow the drug company to cut off
supply while there’s any chance that the new treatment is beneficial, even after the trial is finished. Did I
mention I love the way this all makes me feel hopeful?  
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Chemo Day 1 Round 1

  September 28, 2011  

It was a big day and went really well. No nasty reaction to the cytotoxins, so that’s a great start. So far I’m
feeling terrific – but that’ll be the anti-nausea “pre-meds” working on me. I get a bit hyped up on those party
drugs, which can be exhausting for those around me! John patiently photographed my headstands after our long
walk in the local park. Will I be able to settle down tonight and sleep without running amok?
 
It has been nearly 16 months since my last chemo, and in that time there have been exciting new services
introduced to the Day Oncology ward – art therapy, tai chi, acupuncture, and I gather music therapy is coming
soon!! This is all very entertaining! The patient in the chair next to mine was soon bristling with needles, and
along from her someone was having a happy time splashing colours on a canvas. I had a long chat with the art
therapist because I’m fascinated, and it is all new to me. I’m invited to join in next time. (Today was too busy
with all the start-up procedures). I am quite excited about all of this because it seems to stimulate a different
atmosphere in the ward. I’m sure you can picture the alternative - people reading dreadful magazines full of
depressing glossy advertisements for HAIR PRODUCTS!
 
I met a friendly woman who is on the same drug trial as me, so she has a similar medical history. She is on her
second cycle, and told me lots about her experience and what I might expect. However, she has been having a
really rough time with side effects in the second week of the cycle, feeling ill and very lethargic. And this, she
says, is much better than how she fared with chemo last year! I hope to also be even better this time than last
year, which will mean feeling pretty good. Your good wishes and kind thoughts help - THANKYOU!!! And we
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are all hoping it’s the good stuff in my mystery bag of trial drug, not mere placebo. The doctors say there are no
side effects or indicators with Farletuzumab, so I really won’t know, but it is a 66% chance that I’m in, and
I’m feeling lucky!!  

  

Ah nuts!

  September 26, 2011  

John and I have settled in to our “house-sit” in Brisbane - a huge thankyou to Andrew and Anne! It is a
beautiful comfortable place, and we had a restful day yesterday after gadding around for the last 3 weeks
(travelling to Apollo Bay and back, and holidaying with Evan and Helen.)

Today at the hospital I signed the consent form for participating in the Farletuzumab research trial, and I was
checked over to give a baseline. This involved a variety of tests – physical, ECG, blood test, CT scan, blood
pressure, height, weight, urine test, and completing a funny little questionnaire about my quality of life.

Back in 2009, when I first checked in to the Mater Hospital, my family was very amused by the sign over my
bed, “Alison Bird NORMAL”. (The kids said they never believed it, but I felt it was an advantage to have my
normality affirmed in writing by the doctor!) This time, from the moment I handed over my appointment card
this morning, we heard the staff organising my test bookings, saying “Alison Bird - she's a Trial”. It reminded
me of “The Patient from Hell” (a book I have by Stephen Schneider).

I'm feeling fine, although by now I'm keen to get the treatment started – and over with. On Wednesday I will
have my first doses. I have been studying up the handy hints that friends gave me when I started chemo the first
time. Thanks Anne Marie and Maria!

It is still difficult to identify with all this. I'm very fit and well, and it's hard to believe otherwise. It is just
because I feel so well and full of energy that I play with the calendar and fantasize about flying all over the
place in between my treatments. John very sensibly reminds me not to plan too much till we see how I cope
with the side effects.

I think we have now completely settled into a way of life that involves just taking a day or two at a time. I used
to think about the popular challenge to live in the moment and doubt I could ever do it. It’s funny to think how
difficult this attitude can be when the going is easy! However, at times like this it almost seems there is no other
option.

As for our business, it is ‘on hold’ and we are just letting the Christmas card season go by…

The lumps in my groin have grown a little over the last month while I was holidaying, but they're still only
about the size of macadamia nuts and not bothering me, except for the fact that they represent cancer
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recurrence. When I talk to people I have to watch out for inadvertent puns such as, “An unexpected problem has
landed in my lap” and “Something has come up”. I keep thinking of that warning, “may contain traces of nuts”.
Yes, it's a worry – nuts in my groin!

It is so lovely receiving messages and kind wishes from everyone and I really appreciate your support dear
friends and family!!!!!! A big hug and lots of love to each of you. xxx  

  

September 8, 2011

I have a start date
now, 26 September. That is when I will sign the paperwork and start
the various checks and tests prior to my first doses (chemo and trial
drug) on Wednesday 28th. The reason for the delay is that
I want a bit more freedom and holiday before becoming tied down by
the weekly appointments in Brisbane. John and I want to spend some
time with Evan and Helen, so we are heading south again for just a
couple of weeks. The doctors have reassured us that the delay won’t
affect my health. I have been in conversation with the specialist
team and asked them at least 3 times in different ways whether the
treatment would be more effective if started immediately. The answer
is ‘no’ and ‘enjoy yourself’, so that’s my aim. It almost
feels a bit naughty, like I'm wagging school or something, but I
think I can do this :)

  

THANKYOU everyone for some great suggestions!

  September 6, 2011  

We have a "house-sit" arranged now with good friends Andrew & Anne at Clayfield in Brisbane. This is such a
relief.

We're still working out a chemo start date and wondering about many many other questions, big and small. This
seems to be an exercise in taking small steps one at a time. If it feels a little like autumn leaves in the breeze,
well maybe that's ok too.
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More soon...

  

Bombshell ahead – so please sit down before reading

  September 1, 2011  

I will start chemo soon and possibly also join in a drug trial at the same time. It is the trial of an antibody
that could help to delay the return of the cancer in future. I would have this treatment in Brisbane again, but
the drug trial involves attending the hospital for a short time once per week. It seems like the only way to do
this is to stay down here most of the time, so we are starting to look for a house-sit or a place to call “home”
in SE Queensland for at least the next 6 months. Does anyone know of such a place?

Chemotherapy is recommended for me at this stage since surgery is out of the question for the little lumps I
have, mainly because there are a few of them deeper inside. They are at the lymph nodes near the veins in my
pelvis and around my aorta (heart), and the surgeon can’t get at them. I will have much the same chemo
mixture as last time, carboplatin plus paclitaxol. Actually I had cisplatin last time, and carboplatin is a milder
version that’s easier to tolerate. These platinum-based toxins worked well on me before, so we expect over the
next 6 months the tumours will shrink and disappear. I will have regular CT scans to watch the lumps go away.
CA125 in the blood may not be a useful indicator for me this time because the lumps might be a cancer cell type
that doesn’t secrete that handy protein detected by the test. (What I wrote in my last entry about CA125 is
possibly not quite right.)
The chemo will involve just one day of intravenous medicine, every 3 weeks for 6 cycles. They reckon Day 1 is
a long busy day (6+ hours of IV plus other appointments), Day 2 feeling good, Days 3-4 possible side effects eg
lethargy, nausea, aches & pains, then probably OK for the rest of the cycle. Lose hair about 2½ weeks after the
first dose.
I've also been invited to be in the trial of a new antibody treatment, Farletuzumab. It is quite a different strategy
to the anti-angiogenesis approach we looked at last year (Pazopenib). It is an immune thing, specifically
attacking ovarian cancer cells only (won’t hurt any other cells). It recognises a receptor on the surface of oc
cells.
This is a promising new treatment and the only way to access it is by joining the study. Previous tests of it gave
good results which is why it has got to this stage – a phase 3 trial with 1200 women around the world to finalise
whether it really makes a significant difference and if so, what dose. It is a “maintenance” treatment, taken at
the same time as chemo and also continuing afterwards. It should help remove the lumps I have, and also attack
any future cancer that tries to pop up. There is a list of possible side effects they have to tell me, but they don’t
look very scary and the doctors said these are ‘worst case scenario’.
If I join the trial there’s a 66% chance I’d get the active drug because they have 3 groups, high dose, low dose
and placebo (double blind , ie neither I nor the doctor would know which group I’m in). Therefore I could
potentially be signing up for weekly doses of nothing (IV saline) for an indefinite period. I can change my mind
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at any time, though, and drop out of the study if I want.
The trial involves a short weekly dose (about 1/2 hour intravenous) plus there’d be more tests and scans fairly
often. The trial would be for maybe a couple of years and it can’t be done in Cairns. There's the catch! I’d have
to go to the Brisbane Mater once a week, although they said later I can probably have a week off now and then
for a ‘holiday’. Also, I would have to stick with the Mater for now because they couldn’t send the
farletuzumab to another place, say if I wanted to have a trip away and get my dose while there. It's because of
the rules of the random trial, so no one finds out which group I'm in.
The doctors say it is not really urgent to start the treatment, like not tomorrow. They suggested we read and
think about it and talk it over. I would probably start in a couple of weeks’ time.
I feel very hopeful about all of this and pretty keen to join in the trial. John and I have been thinking about it for
a couple of days and reading wads of information. So far I haven't actually had any doubts about it, despite the
sudden upheaval and practical difficulties involved with staying here for a while. I know I will miss the
community and friends I love at our lakeside home on the beautiful Tablelands. Please don't doubt for a moment
that you will continue to be in my heart! I mean, this is so sudden, it may seem to be a rash reaction, but I love
the way this trial makes me feel so hopeful. All I can do at this stage is decide to enjoy what each day brings
and trust it will work out for the best. John is terrific, as usual, and we are in agreement about what to do,
although I think you can see we don't have any concrete plans yet. It is more going with the flow... From time to
time we have wondered what it would be like living on the Sunshine Coast, so this could be our chance to try it.
I really will have to get back into tree-planting because of my carbon-footprint, thinking of all the flying I'd love
to do – especially home for a week when I can!
When we looked at possible start dates with the oncologist, I mentioned all the family celebrations I had hoped
to attend in the next little while. We have important birthdays at this time of year, and even Auntie Marion and
Uncle Peter's Diamond Wedding Anniversary coming up! The kind specialist tried to plan for me to not only be
there but also even have hair on my head for some of the events. However, hair seems a very minor detail, and
perhaps Helen is right when she said, “Knowing you Mum, you'll probably have more fun in your blue wig!”  

  

Update

  August 29, 2011  

THANKYOU TO EVERYONE FOR YOUR WELL WISHES!!
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

I saw the surgeon today and found out a little more information: I will be having chemo, not surgery this
time, nor radiation therapy.
The PET scan on Friday showed the cancer is in some small lumps in my lymph nodes - in my leg creases and
also in other lymphs in my torso. Some of these aren't accessible for surgery, so that's why chemotherapy is
recommended instead.
Here are some of my questions and answers.
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Where did the cancer come from?
The biopsy showed the cancer cells growing in my lymph are of ovarian cancer type. They must have travelled
in lymph fluid from the original tumour.
Why didn't my last chemotherapy kill all the cancer?
Chemotherapy is good but it doesn't kill all the cancer cells.
Why didn't the blood test (CA125) at my check-ups show this cancer growing?
The blood test is only good for detecting cancer in the blood, not in the lymph system. There isn't a test for that
yet.
I realise there are still many more questions unanswered, especially about the chemo: where, when, how long
etc? However, this is all I know till I meet with the oncologist...
 

  

Today

  August 26, 2011  

26th August - my Dad’s birthday.  Dad was a top nuclear physicist. Thankyou  Dad and colleagues for doing
the groundwork leading to my PET scan today!
At the Royal Brisbane Women’s Hospital they injected me with radioactive glucose (fluorine 18) then I had to
rest for an hour without moving or even thinking (such were the instructions!). Therefore the only parts of my
body to draw energy and take in the radioactive tracer should be any rapidly growing cells, eg cancer cells. I
think that’s how it works. Then the scanner detects the radiation from these cells and forms pictures of where
the cancer is occurring in my body.
No results yet, of course, as technicians only report to doctors, not to patients. I will see the specialist on
Monday and find out what they discovered and what to do about it.
For 6 hours after the scan I was cautioned to keep a distance of minimum 1m from everyone because I was
actually radioactive! What an appropriate way to celebrate Dad’s birthday!
 

  

THANKYOU

  August 22, 2011  

Hi everyone,
... and a huge THANK YOU for all your kind thoughts and wonderful words of encouragement. What a team!! I
just feel so embraced by you all, and want to tell you I really appreciate it.
Still no news to tell. I'm actually still waiting for the phone call from the Mater before we know what they
recommend at this stage.
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xxx
 

  

More treatment

  August 20, 2011  

I really don't want to have to write this, but … I'm now heading to Brisbane for more treatment due to swollen
lymph glands in my groin.
This has been a real shock for me and my family because I feel really well (and I love the way people tell me I
look well too). In fact, last week I was cross country skiing and I climbed to the top of Mt Stirling at 1800m and
skied down again, feeling invincible!
John and I had started our trip south. We planned to take a couple of months touring and visiting. It's very
disappointing that we didn't get far before this medical interruption. I wanted to see more family and friends,
but now this is postponed.
I recently discovered lumps in my groin that weren't there on 14th July at my check-up with the specialists. I
went for ultrasound scans and a biopsy in Victoria, then I received the phone call from the specialist in Brisbane
on Tuesday. He said there were cancer cells in the biopsy so … back to treatment. I don't know yet what this will
entail, probably surgery and chemo and/or radiation. I will find out soon and write it here.
The reassuring thing is that we know my body deals well with chemotherapy. Last time the medication quickly
destroyed the cancer and I didn't suffer too badly with side effects. I am also hopeful that there are more and
better options available all the time due to ongoing research into ovarian cancer.
I am really sorry to bear bad news. It has been fantastic being well and having you all cheer me on! I felt like a
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great success. This last week I've been a bit 'in denial', that's for sure, and I've also had lots of different feelings
to come to terms with, including:
Sad about the distress this causes those nearest to me.
Calm about the treatment - I reckon I can cope with surgery and chemo.
Savouring (is that the word I want?) my groin – trying to make the most of having it while I still do.
Regret over the loss of “miracle cure” status. It was such a good image I've enjoyed for a while!
Fortunate that I feel I know and trust the medical team.
Apprehensive about radiation therapy – it's a fear of the unknown here – also anxious about lymphodoema and
other possible problems of being without lymph nodes in my groin.
Hopeful that I can get well again quickly.
Grumpy about having to become dependent again – wheelchairs and stuff!
Disappointed that I didn't get to see all my lovely family and friends as we'd planned, so I hope to do it later.
I guess there's plenty more that hasn't crystallised into words.
I love Hugh's comment that this operation will be like cutting toenails compared with my first mega-surgery!
However, last time I was glad I could spare the bits they 'took', happy to be past childbearing. This time seems a
bit different. As you know I am a very grateful person when I think about my intestines (after last year's
temporary ileostomy)! After Liz's thumb operation, I've even been remembering to feel grateful for the tendons
that work my fingers, but oops, I probably haven't spared a thought for my groin. I'm treasuring it now, doing
yoga warrior pose etc!
I don't know why this poem by C.J. Dennis is on my mind
As I rode in to Burrumbeet,
I met a man with funny feet;
And, when I paused to ask him why
His feet were strange, he rolled his eye
And said the rain would spoil the wheat;
So I rode on to Burrumbeet.
I've composed a new verse (to be read in a strong Aussie accent):
As I rode in to fair Brisboin,
I met a gal who had no groin;
And, when I stopped to ask her what
Had happened, she said not
To worry coz she's foin;
So I rode on to Brissi-boin.

 

  

Warning Signs for Ovarian Cancer

  August 2, 2011  
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Ovarian cancer (oc) was the topic on the Health Report on ABC radio last week.
On the show Norman Swan explained there is no effective screening test for oc, and the possible warning signs
are confusing because they are all common symptoms that most women experience some of the time. A new
study has been investigating this, and come up with guidelines that are a little clearer.

Here are the 3 symptoms most commonly associated with ovarian cancer:

abdominal bloating
increased abdominal size
feeling full quickly after eating

The message is to be alert not alarmed – the time to worry (and consult a doctor) is if you experience all 3
symptoms, particularly if any symptom is severe and if they persist over time.

Any woman will know some of these feelings
from ordinary variations in the monthly cycle. If you feel yourself
that something is unusual for you, don't let anyone trivialise it. Trust
yourself and your knowledge of your own body. Keep going back to your
GP or try different doctors till you find one willing to check up. The
tests might be as simple as a blood test and ultrasound scan to give you
peace of mind.

The program also reported on advances in genetic tests and treatment for a subset of women with some types of
oc. These are women with increased genetic risk, and the tests may improve detection of oc n their daughters.
Here are links to the radio program in 3 parts on the ABC web site.
http://www.abc.net.au/rn/healthreport/stories/2011/3270575.htm
http://www.abc.net.au/rn/healthreport/stories/2011/3270583.htm
http://www.abc.net.au/rn/healthreport/stories/2011/3270567.htm
You can read transcripts or download the program in mp3 format and listen to it.
 

  

Hats &amp; scarves after hair loss

  July 28, 2011  
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A friend asked me for hints about hats and scarves. I wanted to answer with lots of pictures but Caring Bridge
seems to only allow 1 picture per entry, so please click here and read on the

alisphere

  

GO0D NEWS!

  July 15, 2011  
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I passed the test yesterday (the blood test)  – Phew!
I've been to Brisbane for my check-up at the Mater hospital, roughly 12 months since finishing chemo and
about 19 months since diagnosis. My CA125 is still nice and low at 10.
I saw both the oncologist and the surgeon for a total review of my health and there are no worries.
I am really happy with both of those specialists because they are particularly communicative and helpful. They
explained that the CA125 tends to fluctuate, so any small variations in the level are not significant. Even if the
level were to rise above 35 (under 35 is 'normal') there can be other reasons for it apart from cancer recurrence,
but of course they would investigate. When checking for recurrence they also take into account other signs. To
assess these they asked me 3 questions and fortunately, I had the right answers because I am really full of
energy and have no pain or lumps.
I also had a new blood test this time, HE4, and the result was in the normal range, which is good, although it
doesn't mean much because we don't have a baseline value for my HE4 from before treatment, so we probably
won't bother with this test in future.
Ovarian cancer research has continued apace and there are a number of promising new treatments on the
horizon, mainly based on blocking angiogenesis. I am cheered by this knowledge too.
I will continue to have checks every 3 months, seeing my GP and the Mater specialists alternately.
Thanks everyone for cheering me on and helping me celebrate!!!!!!! :)  

  

alisphere

  July 2, 2011  

Today it is 12 months since my last surgery - arggh! I'm not sure I need a reminder of this, but I do want to
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recall that incredible feeling of gratitude and relief about having my innards realigned in such a useful way! I
am feeling so healthy that it is difficult to remember and believe everything that happened last year! This is
cause for celebration!
I have my 12 month check-up next week, involving a blood test and visit to the specialists in Brisbane. I will
update here with the results after 14th July.
This blog seems to be the right place for health & sickness stories and I don't have much to say on that topic
these days.
...so
...announcing...
............my new blog..

Please visit the alisphere !
Click on the link or copy and type in your browser http://alisphere.wordpress.com/
I hope you'll enjoy my first alisphere post - something practical from our kitchen!
xxx
Alison
 

  

March 25, 2011

Hey, I’m happy to say a late blog means I’m having TOO MUCH FUN to get ‘round to posting! However, I
must tell you I’ve recently passed my blood test for 9 months since finishing chemo. It’s good news with my
cancer marker at 9, which is still an excellent low result. (Remember CA125 under 37 is normal.)
Actually I went a week early for this check-up with the local GP because of travel plans. I have come to Sydney
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for a fortnight to catch up with the kids. Helen has started Uni here and Evan is passing through Sydney on his
travels. Of course I love any excuse to spend time with my dear Mum as well.
At home John and I have launched into some serious sorting and discarding, with strategies that involve Lifeline
donations, LETS, Freecycle, classifieds and even a garage sale. It’s not so much downsizing as attempting to
get realistic and break lifelong hoarding habits. It is a great feeling, as if something sensible is dawning on me
after 50 years of accumulation. I think my hoarding is about indecision, fear of regret, and no doubt also my
family history of thrift and economy. There’s also an artistic element – junk can be recycled in so many
creative ways! And collecting stuff is part of nest-building, but now John and I are experiencing the empty nest.
At the moment I’m collecting hints and pep-talks that help me to let go. The rewards are some shelf-space, and
feelings of freedom and clarity!  

  

February 6, 2011

Thankyou to everyone for your good wishes during Cyclone Yasi! We are fine and we didn't have any damage
to the house and not too bad in the garden either. We keep comparing with Cyclone Larry which was so much
worse here. Of course we were pretty scared beforehand with all the dire warnings, so we worked very hard
battening down. Every time there is a cyclone threat we put up reinforced steel mesh screens across our big
windows. John made them because our huge loungeroom windows are so exposed to the weather. The screens
are meant to stop flying objects from crashing into the windows, but presumably they wouldn't stop the
windows breaking if the wind was strong enough. When we realised it was a category 5 cyclone heading our
way, we packed away everything possible in the garden. John even dismantled the letterbox and stowed it in the
shed! It was exhausting. We also packed valuables in plastic boxes, taped the windows, had tarps handy and
were ready to shelter under our big bed if necessary. Suzy the cockatoo spent the night inside the house with us.
The power went off in the evening and we went to bed early hoping for some sleep before the storm hit.
However, it actually wasn't very noisy and we managed to sleep through most of the night except for periods
listening to the radio for reports. Certainly it was a wild storm, but not the terrifying thing experienced on the
coast where the eye passed over. Some water came in our bedroom window, the lawn is littered with leaves and
branches but only a couple of our trees fell. The power was off for nearly 2 days, and no mobile signal for 3
days, but we still had the landline and town water ok.
Clearing the debris from the garden and tidying up made lots more work afterwards. Ours is the biggest
curbside pile of branches in the neighbourhood again, but that’s because we have the most big trees I think. It is
amazing how much stuff one can move in urgency with cyclone warnings blaring, then afterwards it takes much
longer to put things back to normal!
Best wishes to those who suffered loss during this catastrophic event. Not us this time, but some folk really
copped it and my heart goes out to them.
 

  

February 2, 2011
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Message from Alison this morning:

"All OK here. Storm less intense than Larry but lasted longer. Couple of trees down but I think that’s all for us. Power Off."

She asked us to let you caring people know this news, and no doubt she'll be back herself as soon as the power is reconnected

Alison's sister Janet

  

January 29, 2011

Happy summer days!
It has been really lovely being together with my wonderful family for a carefree summer holiday, all the time
marvelling at the contrast from the stresses of 12 months' ago!
This is a crazy picture, I know, but here you can see how I decorate my scars. 
Such extraordinary weather this summer which multiplies my grateful list:
- grateful my loved ones were safe during the floods
- glad it wasn't this January that I was in hospital in Brisbane
- feeling fortunate to live on a hill away from floods
The Woodford Folk Festival was fantastic and I had great fun. OK, it was really wet and very muddy, but at
least it wasn't hot this time. Our tents were dry and cosy inside, so it was just the squelchy stinking mud around
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the campsite that was uncomfortable.
We only returned home a few days' ago because we waited till the highways reopened and the floods settled
down before making the long drive north. We ended up at Mum's place in Sydney for some of the time.
I'm really fit and well and feeling like I can do anything, eg Balkan dancing at the festival, paddling a kayak
across the bay at Mum's, hiking 7km up Mt Cordeaux.
!! :)
By the way, did you see the ABC TV show "Making Australia Happy" in November 2010? On our trip when I
was a backseat passenger I enjoyed watching it on the laptop.
They claim "happiness can actually be cultivated... across a population 50% of happiness can be explained by
genetics, 10% is down to life circumstances, eg material possessions, which leaves 40% of a person's happiness
down to the choices we make."
The ABC show illustrates this by working with 8 not-so-happy Sydneysiders to improve their feeling of well-
being in ways that we can all try. I love it!
Somehow I had previously downloaded videos of this 3-part show but now they seem to be no longer available
online. You can visit the ABC web site about the program here
http://makingaustraliahappy.abc.net.au/
or maybe ask me to watch my vodcasts.
Now back home and back to work and home routines and see what this new year will bring. Happy New Year
to all!  
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